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Abstract

Growth in event datasets is fostering research about patterns, dynamics, causes, and
consequences of conflict. Studies typically rely on a single dataset. Instead, we advocate
integrating multiple datasets to improve measurement and analysis. In this article, we
demonstrate the benefits of integrating multiple datasets to improve measurement and
analysis. We generate an integrated dataset covering Africa from 1997-2016 of four
leading datasets (ACLED, UCDP-GED, SCAD, and GTD) with overlapping coverage
of diverse types of conflict events. Using the integrated dataset, we document events
that should be included, yet are missing in individual datasets. We also show that
results of studies about the relationship between climate and conflict are sensitive given
the conceptualization of conflict reflected by particular datasets. These illustrations
highlight the potential for integration to advance conflict research by yielding a more
complete and accurate picture of activity, which has repercussions for both descriptive
and theoretical findings. Integration is likely to be increasingly worthwhile as event
datasets proliferate, expand in coverage, and exhibit wider applications.
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Introduction
In February 2011, dissidents in Libya, inspired by successful regime-change movements in
Tunisia and Egypt, organized protests against Muammar Ghaddafi’s autocratic regime. The
regime responded with harsh repression, then dissidents turned to armed revolt, leading to
civil war. The UN Security Council authorized international military involvement, and a
NATO-led bombing campaign helped enable rebels to overthrow the regime, with Ghaddafi
killed in the aftermath. Rival factions subsequently established competing governments, and
Libya remains violent and volatile. This case exemplifies the circumstances that prompt the
sorts of fundamental questions regularly examined in empirical studies of conflict: Which
types of activity are observed—and where and when? How does the activity unfold? Why
does this activity occur? What are the effects?
Those interested in such questions about the patterns, dynamics, causes, and consequences of conflict have ready access to much more data than even five years ago. In
particular, detailed information on locations, timings, and other attributes of specific conflict events across numerous countries is recorded in an emergent array of datasets.1 These
datasets facilitate empirical studies, including fresh lines of inquiry, especially leveraging the
distinctive geographical and temporal granularity of the data. To date, however, researchers
have not grappled sufficiently with the potential implications of the array of datasets for the
measurement and analysis of conflict activity, let alone capitalized on the array for those
purposes. Studies that employ multiple conflict event datasets simultaneously are rare and
1

For example, the xSub project (Zhukov et al., 2018) has assembled geo-referenced event data on violence
and protests from 21 different sources.
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usually of narrow scope (e.g., Findley and Young (2012); Fortna (2015); Weidmann (2015);
Polo and Gleditsch (2016)). Instead, the default is to rely on a single dataset, often without
mentioning available options.
In part, these tendencies reflect the requirements and challenges of integrating event
datasets. Ideally, integration ought to (1) avoid double-counting, (2) triangulate to confirm
information or acknowledge uncertainties; and (3) identify gaps in one dataset that another
dataset can fill. Therefore, integration entails considering whether different datasets record
cases that are the same, similar or unique—all vital to measurement. Systematic comparisons
of datasets are hard to conduct manually on a significant scale. To address these demands,
recent work has begun to develop methods to automate integration efforts in a transparent,
reproducible, and efficient manner (Donnay et al., 2018). This work demonstrates that
integration of conflict event data could be performed effectively.
Here, we build off existing work by advocating that integrated event data should be
utilized in empirical studies of conflict. The basic rationale of integration is that it yields a
more complete and accurate measurement of the concept being measured. At a minimum,
integration offers a valuable means to evaluate the sensitivity of results as a function of
how activity is conceptualized and measured. We are not saying that integration ought
to be employed universally. Integration may be unnecessary for pursuing a given topic,
if one dataset perfectly captures a conceptualization of interest. Moreover, integration is
inappropriate absent multiple datasets with relevant coverage. In practice, conflict event
datasets exhibit incomplete, overlapping coverage that often makes integration worthwhile.
We demonstrate the need for and benefits of integration through two sets of empirical
illustrations. The first set of illustrations compares measurements of violence and nonvio3

lence across datasets and integrated data. Our analysis indicates that individual datasets
substantially underrecord nonviolent events, specifically protest. Also, determining which
country-years are the most violent depends on which dataset is used, with integrated data
producing a different picture. The second set of illustrations examines the application of
integrated data to test theoretical claims. Our limited analysis shows that broadening the
scope of coverage produces contrary results, only select claims hold with particular datasets,
and relationships deviate when using integrated data. The results of all these illustrations
are evidence of the potential for integration of event datasets to advance conflict research,
with consequences for descriptive and theoretical findings.
To implement the illustrations, we assemble a novel dataset of conflict activity across
Africa from 1997-2016, drawing on four leading data resources: the Armed Conflict Location and Event Data (ACLED) (Raleigh et al., 2010), the Uppsala Conflict Data ProjectGeoreferenced Event Data (UCDP-GED) (Sundberg and Melander, 2013), the Social Conflict Analysis Database (SCAD) (Salehyan et al., 2012), and the Global Terrorism Database
(GTD) (National Consortium for the Study of Terrorism and Responses to Terrorism (START),
2013). This product reflects by far the largest integration of conflict event datasets, in terms
of the scope and number of observations. Accompanying the article, we make the dataset
and associated inputs accessible to researchers to employ in their own analysis.

Integrating Conflict Event Data
We see three key benefits of integrating conflict event data. The first is to enhance measurement of conflict activity. Individual datasets may omit specific types or instances of
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events. Omissions can be intentional: events fall outside of scope. Alternatively, omissions
can be unintentional by-products of a data-generating process. Some events omitted from
one dataset may appear in another dataset. Also, different datasets may contain complementary or contradictory details about the same event. All these aspects of measurement
affect the ability to describe the prevalence, distributions, trajectories, and other patterns
of conflict activity. Integration can address those needs by providing a more complete and
accurate picture.
The second benefit is to bolster evaluation of theoretical arguments about causes and
consequences of conflict. Analyses increasingly employ measures of activity derived from
event datasets. Integration that enables better measurement improves the accuracy, validity
and utility of results.
The third benefit is to assist examinations of dynamics of relationships among types
of conflict. Many conflict event datasets focus on select types of conflict. Yet different types
of contentious activity can occur in close proximity to and influence one another. Integrated
data positions researchers to analyze more types together, refining their measurement as a
vital foundational step. Our empirical illustrations demonstrate the first two benefits. We
do not illustrate the third benefit here, but follow up in the conclusion and other work.
A necessary condition is event datasets with substantial overlaps in coverage. When
datasets should (as a matter of intention) or could (allowing for coding differences) capture
the same events occurring within the same area and period, integration is warranted.2 In
our situation, ACLED, UCDP-GED, GTD, and SCAD currently cover all of Africa spanning
2

Absent any overlaps, datasets can simply be pooled, splicing together discrete segments. Measurement
and analysis is then an artifact of coverage of each constituent dataset for a given area, period and/or type.
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a 20-year period. This overlap defines the scope of the integrated dataset we present and
analyze here.3 Each dataset overlaps with at least one of the other datasets in terms of the
type of events they capture. The datasets are regularly used in peer-reviewed publications—
signs the research community views them as being of high quality.
Integration requires making determinations about whether dataset entries concern
the same event or different events, complicated by the fact that multiple datasets may
record the same event, with similar but not identical information about attributes. Making
these determinations on a large scale is difficult. ACLED, UCDP-GED, GTD, and SCAD
collectively report over 189,000 entries for Africa from 1997-2016, recording many events in
close geographical and temporal proximity to one another. Evaluating manually whether
these events are unique or duplicates is cumbersome, time-consuming, and hard to replicate.
To address these challenges, Donnay et al. (2018) develop an automated protocol that
integrates datasets that continue information on the timing and location of events, based on
inputs that researchers supply. The procedure, known as MELTT (”Merging Event Data by
Location Time and Type”) requires two main inputs that require researchers to be explicit
about the assumptions they make when integrating data.
First, a researcher must define a spatio-temporal window within which entries compared across datasets are considered as candidate matches. The logic hinges on the reliability
of measurements: only entries recorded in different datasets as being proximate are likely to
reflect the same event. A researcher specifies this window based on knowledge of the datasets
and expectations about the degree of uncertainty or error in recording locations and timings
3

At the time of writing, only two of the four datasets (GTD and UCDP-GED) under consideration are
global in scope. We leave to future research the task of integrating conflict event data globally — when those
data inevitably become available.
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of events. Bounding the plausible scope of matches limits the number of comparisons of
entries that are performed, reducing the processing time. Such efficiencies are especially
vital when performing integration on a significant scale.
Second, the researcher must define relevant taxonomies, which indicate how the codes
for a variable in one dataset correspond to the codes for a variable in another dataset.
Datasets differ in terms of the variables included and the codes possible for each variable.
Defining rules of correspondence that generalize across coding schemes allows for systematic
comparison of similar attributes of entries in multiple datasets, refining the identification
of candidate matches. A researcher again relies on knowledge of datasets—referencing the
codebooks and other information—to generate a taxonomy. Multiple taxonomies can be
defined for different sets of variables.
The outputs of the MELTT procedure identify candidate matches and consolidate
entries deemed to be duplicates. The integrated dataset retains all information from the
input datasets. For each event duplicated across input datasets, a row in the integrated
dataset includes the information about this event on every variable in the relevant input
datasets.
Donnay et al. (2018) show that MELTT is reliable and consistent by conducting
simulations on synthetic data and through qualitative manual validation of outputs of the
integration of ACLED, UCDP-GED, SCAD, and GTD for three select country-years in
Africa (Nigeria 2011, Libya 2014, and South Sudan 2015). We refer the reader to their work
for a more in-depth explanation of the methodology. Here we leverage MELTT to generate
the first integrated dataset covering all of Africa for a 20-year period, maximizing the full
extent of the overlap among these leading datasets.
7

An Integrated Picture of Conflict Activity in Africa
Our integrated dataset includes all events (consolidating duplicate entries) recorded in ACLED,
UCDP-GED, SCAD, and GTD for Africa during the 1997-2016 period. To produce this
dataset, we employ a spatio-temporal window of 25km and 1 day. Our decision reflected
analysis of the shares of duplicate entries yielded from integrating data using different windows (see SI for details), designed to probe sensitivities for specific countries or years. The
shares are relatively stable with realistic windows (e.g., < 150 km and < 3 days). Given
these results, and in keeping with prior work relying on manual integration (Weidmann,
2015), we employ a 25km window as a sufficient spatial buffer. Meanwhile, our qualitative
validation of entries flagged as matching revealed that recorded dates can deviate by a day
across datasets.4 Therefore, we set the temporal window at one day.
In addition, we employ three taxonomies (see accompanying materials and SI for
details). These taxonomies improve the confidence about the reliability of the integration
by imposing requirements about corresponding characteristics of events beyond just location
and timing.
Our first taxonomy concerns the type of event. Substantial differences in coding
schemes precluded simple one-to-one correspondences of options. At the most granular
level, the taxonomy defines eight categories, onto which we map the original codes of event
types in the datasets. At the least granular level, the taxonomy merely distinguishes between
violent and nonviolent event types.
4

Our review suggests this discrepancy is largely a function of differences in data-generating processes,
rather than an inherent deficiency of any individual dataset.
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Our second taxonomy concerns the actors involved in events. We could compare raw
data about actors, down to specific names. Yet these comparisons may be inefficient and
even unreliable, especially if names are recorded inconsistently. Instead, we constructed a
shallow taxonomy consisting of 13 categories, which codify actor types using a dictionary of
common terms. For a given entry, an actor category takes on the value of 1 if a relevant
actor type is reported, or 0 otherwise.5
Our third taxonomy concerns the level of geospatial precision in specifying the location of an event. When events are geocoded, precise point locations cannot always be determined based on available information. The information may reveal only that the location
was within a geographic area, such as an administrative division or even an entire country.
The precision code captures this uncertainty in measurement. Alternatively, an event could
have a large geographical scope (e.g., a battle spread over a wide area). Datasets typically
assign either sort of event the coordinates of a precise location, such as a centroid or population center (e.g., capital), which tends to be misleading. When initially assessing spatial
proximity to identify candidate matching entries, we use location coordinates as serviceable
approximations. Applying the precision taxonomy as well takes account of whether or not
the coordinates capture an actual point location. If two entries record coordinates in close
proximity, but indicate different levels of precision, these entries are less likely to reflect the
same event.
Table 1 summarizes results of the integration. Each dataset includes a substantial
number of unique entries: 95% in ACLED, 81% in UCDP-GED, 88% in SCAD, and 68% in
5

We opted against accounting in the taxonomy for the initiator and target of an event. Information
necessary to determine these characteristics of events is not consistently available across the datasets.
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Table 1: Summary of Integration Results
ACLED

UCDP-GED

SCAD

GTD

Total N Unique
Total N Matches
N Duplicates Consolidated
N After De-duplication

N Entries
197,513
9,176
10,179
187,334

Unique Entries

X
X
X
X

133, 330
20, 866
12, 385
11, 577

2 Overlapping Datasets

X
X
X

X
X

2, 653
1, 076
2, 703
60
1, 387
310
36
768
165
2

16

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

3 Overlapping Datasets

X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

All Datasets Overlap

X

The four conflict event datasets were integrated using a spatiotemporal window of 25km and 1 day.
Event type, actor and precision taxonomies were employed to disambiguate between proximate entries. See SI for details.

GTD. This finding is telling. Each dataset aims to capture a conceptualization of conflict
activity that should have elements distinct from at least one of the other datasets. Yet the
conceptualizations also overlap to an important extent. Thus, none of the datasets should
be fully distinct from the other datasets. The results are consistent with these expected
properties. An upshot is that the dataset initiatives are not redundant. The particular
mission of each initiative, with varying degrees of scope and specialization, contributes to
capturing a consequential segment of conflict activity.
Not surprisingly, ACLED contains the largest number of unique entries. Among these
datasets, ACLED is designed to cover the most expansive variety of event types. Thus, we
10

expected ACLED to capture events that none of the other datasets include, which the
results confirm.6 The integration indicates, however, that ACLED overlooks some conflict
activity. Our analysis identifies unique events in the other datasets, even though their
conceptualizations of conflict activity should be subsumed by what ACLED aims to capture.
Within the integrated dataset, 71% of entries are unique to ACLED, but 11% are organized
armed conflict events unique to UCDP-GED, 7% are social conflict events (protests, riots,
strikes, inter-communal clashes, government violence against civilians) unique to SCAD,
and 6% are terrorist events unique to GTD. In addition, 4% of the entries in the integrated
dataset consolidate duplicates between ACLED and one or more of the other datasets, 3%
consolidate duplicates involving UCDP-GED, 1% consolidate duplicates involving SCAD,
and 3% consolidate duplicates involving GTD.7
The integration results indicate that if we rely strictly on ACLED to measure political
instability across Africa from 1997-2016, this source could capture 75% of relevant events
(combining the 71% unique entries and 4% duplicate entries), while overlooking 25% of
events.8 In fact, ACLED does not capture 87% of the organized armed conflict events
recorded in UCDP-GED, 91% of the social conflict events recorded in SCAD, and 78% of
6

Another factor is the daily unit of observation in ACLED, which has the effect of disaggregating episodes
of conflict that transpire over longer periods of time; the same is true of GTD. Therefore, not all entries
reflect discrete activity. In contrast, entries in UCDP-GED and SCAD record events of varying durations,
including multi-day episodes. Our integration entails an appropriate comparison of the timing of the singleday event entries in ACLED and GTD to the multi-day episode entries in UCDP-GED and SCAD. See the
SI for details.
7
Several previous studies have analyzed the relationship between terrorism and armed conflict (e.g.,
Findley and Young (2012); Fortna (2015); Polo and Gleditsch (2016)). Identifying duplicates between GTD
and other datasets is a different task, though relevant to ensuring that the measurements of terrorist and
armed conflict activity do not double-count duplicate events.
8
Our calculation of these shares only takes into account the events that the four datasets record. Donnay
et al. (2018) report results of an analysis using multiple systems estimation that suggests these datasets may
collectively fail to capture a majority of actual events. Also, we noted above that the entries in ACLED
and GTD reflect each day of an event, whereas UCDP-GED or SCAD record discrete events regardless of
duration. Therefore, the calculated shares will tend to overstate the portions of events that only ACLED or
GTD captures and understate the portions captured only by UCDP-GED or SCAD.
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the terrorist events recorded in GTD.
Our integration shows that each dataset exhibits the same phenomenon of capturing
events that should be captured, but incompletely. The extent of completeness varies. If a
researcher has a different aim than ours, the shares of relevant events captured by the datasets
could likewise differ. Below, we discuss two such scenarios, concerning the measurement of
nonviolent events and violent events. Both scenarios reinforce our main point that integration
of multiple datasets can yield a more complete and accurate measure of conflict activity than
relying on any one dataset.
Proper integration requires ensuring that we avoid the risk of addressing the problem
of completeness by introducing the problem of duplication, which also affects the accuracy
of measurement. Our integration detects more than 9,000 sets of duplicates and consolidates more than 10,000 entries. This figure represents a 5% share of the overall number of
entries, which is modest, but hardly trivial. Duplicates lead to overcounting. Overstating
the prevalence of conflict activity by 5% is potentially significant. Also, duplicate entries
might disproportionately reflect events with substantial fatalities, if they are more likely to
be reported in media and recorded in multiple datasets. An analysis could then overstate
conflict severity to an even greater extent. In addition, the share of duplicates can be appreciably higher than 5% for a given country-year, sub-national region, period of months,
or type of conflict activity. The scenarios discussed below elaborate on these considerations
with respect to conflict types.
Our integration identifies 16 events that all four datasets record. Although the extent
of this duplication is small, the result is still noteworthy. The datasets seek to capture different types of conflict, and one of the datasets (SCAD) was originally designed to be mutually
12

exclusive from another (UCDP-GED). Yet the integration shows that these distinctions are
not always absolute. This result pinpoints another potential application of integration as a
quality check within a data-generating process — both to manage the boundaries between
datasets and assess their operationalizations of conceptualizations of conflict.
Figure 1: Unique and Duplicate Entries by Year
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Figure 1 shows the numbers of unique and duplicate entries, by dataset, on an annual
basis. Unique entries increased substantially from 2011-2014, before leveling off in 2015-2016.
We attribute at least part of the increase to expanded media reporting, since the datasets
13

rely primarily on coding news reports.9 Duplicate entries likewise grew substantially from
2011-2014, yet tailed off considerably in 2015-2016. We lack an explanation for the latter
trajectory. Perhaps certain of the datasets became more discriminating about the inclusion
of events than before, relative to ACLED.

Nonviolent Events

Both ACLED and SCAD seek to capture nonviolent activity, such as protest. SCAD disaggregates nonviolence to a greater degree than ACLED, distinguishing between strikes and
demonstrations. Given the conceptual overlap in the types of nonviolent actions recorded
by these two datasets, integration should plausibly reveal duplicates. Surprisingly, Donnay
et al. (2018) found that none of the protests captured by ACLED matched any of the
protests captured by SCAD (and vice versa) for Nigeria 2011. Neither the integration nor a
full qualitative validation identified duplicate entries. Naturally, we wondered whether the
stark disparity is a quirk confined to Nigeria 2011, or follows a systematic pattern indicative
of differences in the data-generating processes.10 With the new integrated dataset, we can
investigate coverage of nonviolent events on a broader scale.
Figure 2 shows the extent of unique and duplicate entries among the nonviolent events
captured by ACLED and SCAD across Africa from 1997-2016. The panel on the left shows
the results by country/territory (both datasets distinguish Somaliland from Somalia and
Western Sahara from Morocco) over the entire time period. The panel on the right shows
9

Studies have found that media reports often miss substantial conflict activity (Donnay and Filimonov,
2014; Weidmann, 2015). For this reason, event datasets can be expected to exhibit incomplete coverage,
as well as variation in coverage if using different media sources. Incomplete coverage provides scope for
improvement when reporting expands and more sources are used—enhanced through integration.
10
A comparison for Nigeria of ACLED, SCAD, and an original event dataset concluded that each source
systematically omitted events that should have been included (Demarest and Langer, 2018).
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Figure 2: Nonviolent Events by Country/Territory and Year
Country

Year

Algeria
Angola
Benin
Botswana
Burkina Faso
Burundi
Cameroon
Central African Republic
Chad
Democratic Republic of the Congo
Djibouti
Egypt
Equatorial Guinea
Eritrea
Ethiopia
Gabon
Gambia
Ghana
Guinea
Guinea Bissau
Ivory Coast
Kenya
Lesotho
Liberia
Libya
Madagascar
Malawi
Mali
Mauritania
Morocco
Mozambique
Namibia
Niger
Nigeria
Republic of the Congo
Rwanda
Senegal
Sierra Leone
Somalia
Somaliland
South Africa
South Sudan
Sudan
Swaziland
Togo
Tunisia
Uganda
United Republic of Tanzania
Western Sahara
Zambia
Zimbabwe
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the corresponding results by year, aggregated across all countries/territories.
Some nonviolent events around the continent during the 20-year period are captured
by both ACLED and SCAD—unlike the disparity for Nigeria 2011. The integration identifies duplicate entries for a majority of the countries/territories. Yet only select countries
(e.g., Egypt, Libya, South Africa) have appreciable numbers of duplicates, in absolute or
proportional terms. Meanwhile, several countries/territories resemble the previous finding
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for Nigeria 2011, with no duplicates between the datasets (Donnay et al., 2018).
According to each dataset, the number of nonviolent events grew dramatically after
2010, consistent with the trajectory in overall conflict activity we discussed above. We expect
that attention to nonviolent tactics in particular accelerated with the Arab Spring, accentuating any general trend toward expanded media coverage. The extent of duplicates also
increases after 2010. Even so, the numbers and proportions of duplicates remain relatively
low. From 1997-2010, the extent of duplicates is consistently miniscule.
These results exemplify a prevailing pattern: the nonviolent events ACLED captures
are largely unique, omitted from SCAD, and vice versa. Certain of these entries may refer to
the same event, but the comparisons of attributes are insufficient to identify duplicates. We
suggest two potential explanations for the limited overlap in nonviolent event types. First,
the temporal unit of analysis between ACLED and SCAD differs somewhat. On occasion,
SCAD reports “episodes” (events that occur over a number of days) whereas ACLED records
only events (one event entry per day). Thus, there is the, albeit limited, possibility, that
precision discrepancies are throwing off the matching process. The second explanation is
that SCAD tracks more than protest (e.g. strikes). Thus, there is the real possibility that
each data generating process is actively targeting different concepts. Our conclusion is that
relying solely on either ACLED or SCAD to measure nonviolent events will lead to substantial
undercounting of activity.

Violent Activity

Conceptualizations of political violence vary substantially. ACLED casts a wide net. In
contrast, UCDP-GED is narrow, focusing on organized armed violence and only recording
16

fatal events within the context of active conflicts that reach a threshold of 25 battle-related
deaths for a given country-year, as reflected in the UCDP-Peace Research Institute Oslo
(PRIO) Armed Conflict Dataset (ACD) (Gleditsch et al., 2002; Pettersson and Eck, 2018).
SCAD captures social conflict events—including some resulting in violence, such as riots
and government repression—that generally fall outside the domain of the ACD. GTD codes
events that meet a definition of terrorism. Given these differences in conceptualization, a
researcher might choose one of the datasets to measure a specific type of violence, based on
fit to needs.11
Researchers might require a comprehensive measure of political violence for purposes
such as examining patterns and trends in violence, explaining why some places are more
violent than others, or ascertaining whether some intervention or event affects the risk of
violence. Relevant studies of these topics typically draw on one event dataset to measure
political violence. We consider the descriptive picture of violence obtained by integrating
datasets, compared to relying on a single dataset. The next section extends the comparison
by undertaking analysis in which violent conflict is a dependent variable.
As an illustration, Figure 3 shows the rankings of country-years with the most violent
events according to each of the four datasets, a pooled dataset without any de-duplication of
entries, and our integrated dataset. The lines between the columns show how the rankings
from each dataset relate to one another. Admittedly, rankings can be a crude metric, with
the potential to be misleading by overlooking the extent of disparities in prevalence across a
list. Nonetheless, we believe this illustration is constructive because rankings are employed
11

Even when studying a specific type of violence, integration could still be constructive if datasets overlap
in coverage.
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25 Most Violent Country−Years

Figure 3: Top 25 Most Violent Country-Years, by Dataset
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regularly in policymaking and strategic planning applications, to construct things like watch
lists and to highlight extreme cases.
The picture of which country-years across Africa from 1997-2016 are the most violent
differs considerably across the individual datasets. For example, Libya 2014 has the most
violent events recorded in GTD, the 7th most in SCAD, and the 12th most in ACLED—but
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does not appear in UCDP-GED’s top 25. In other words, terrorist attacks reached a peak
level, while violent events involving armed forces of the government and/or organized nonstate armed groups were relatively less prevalent. As another example, Sierra Leone 1998
ranks 12th in UCDP-GED and 22nd in ACLED, but does not appear in the top 25 of SCAD
or GTD. The timing coincides with the height of the civil war, which exhibited many clashes
between state and rebel forces, as well as pervasive violence against civilians. Meanwhile,
social conflict and terrorism did not make the same mark that year. In these and many
other examples, a researcher’s choice of dataset for analysis would have clear repercussions
for conclusions about countries’ exposure to violence.
Using the datasets together alters the picture somewhat. The rankings in the integrated data appear to be substantially influenced by the rankings in ACLED. In particular,
the five country-years with the most events in the integrated data coincide with those in
ACLED (albeit with a slightly different ordering): Somalia from 2012 to 2016. These results
are not surprising in light of our observations above that ACLED records many more events
than the other datasets. Yet the correlation in rankings between the integrated dataset
and ACLED is not perfect. In particular, Nigeria 2014, 2015, and 2016 appear in the top
10 country-years of the integrated dataset, while Nigeria 2012 is 12th and Nigeria 2013 is
18th—but none of these cases ranks in ACLED’s top 25. Three other cases (Libya 2016,
DRC 2009, Egypt 2015) are likewise in the top 25 of the integrated dataset, but do not rank
in ACLED’s top 25. Additional cases shift around the rankings.
The differences in rankings between the integrated and pooled datasets are less pronounced. The same country-years appear in both lists, but several cases shift around the
rankings, including some (e.g., Sudan 2015, Nigeria 2012) by multiple spots. Thus, the
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greater accuracy afforded by integration, relative to simple pooling, fine-tunes the picture of
violent conflict.
The findings suggest a degree of inconsistency in coverage by the individual datasets
across countries, years, and types. Eck (2012) made a similar point in her comparison of
ACLED and UCDP-GED; our analysis is more systematic and plays out on a larger scale.
Integration of multiple sources—including other available datasets that afford additional,
accurate coverage to offset the gaps of any given source—can help to address such inconsistencies, while avoiding the peril of duplication.
A final observation about the rankings is that most of the country-years in the top
25 lists occurred from 2011-2016 (ACLED: 20; UCDP-GED: 15; GTD: 24; SCAD: 25; integrated dataset: 19). The picture may be distorted by the trends we mentioned already:
increasing numbers of events recorded by the datasets, coinciding with expanding media coverage. Researchers should be conscious of these circumstances when conducting analysis of
political violence that involves making comparisons over time, especially to assess long-term
trajectories.
As another descriptive illustration, Figure 4 shows maps depicting the number of
violent events recorded in each dataset at the level of first-order administrative divisions
(ADM1s) across Africa from 1997-2016. Darker shading indicates a greater number of violent
events, while blank areas mean that no events were recorded. Once again, the similarity
between ACLED and the integrated dataset is evident. Integration does show more ADM1s
as experiencing appreciable levels of violence, most conspicuously across the Sahel region
and North Africa. This visualization provides further evidence of applications of integration
to assemble a better picture of conflict activity.
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Figure 4: Spatial Distribution of Violence at the Level of First-Order Administrative Divisions, by Dataset

Improving Measurement through Integration

These illustrations bolster our argument about the potential of integration of event data
to improve measurement of conflict activity. According to our analysis, leading datasets
are incomplete, given they do not coincide in ways they should. ACLED and SCAD record
divergent sets of nonviolent events. Battles recorded in ACLED for country-years with active
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civil wars do not always appear in UCDP-GED, and likewise events recorded in UCDP-GED
do not always appear in ACLED. We trust the credibility of each of these datasets. In
particular, we have no reason to believe any of them systematically captures events that did
not occur, which would make integration prone to produce false signals about incompleteness.
Instead, we attribute the discrepancies largely to differences in conceptualizations and datagenerating processes.
Integration addresses the shortcomings of events being captured incompletely (underrecording) and datasets being pooled without de-duplication (overrecording), both of which
affect measurement and resulting analysis. Underrecorded and overrecorded events complicate assessments of prevalence, severity and other characteristics of conflict activity, as well
as evaluations of relationships between conflict and potential causes and consequences.
The analytical challenges may be mitigated if datasets are missing events at random,
akin to a survey sample. Suppose every actual event has an equal probability of being
captured in a given dataset. Assessments of relative prevalence and severity—with respect
to geographical, temporal or other dimensions—could still have validity, as might certain
analyses of causes, dynamics, and consequences of conflict activity.
A more likely scenario is non-random incompleteness, which introduces biases that
risk distorting analyses. In the extreme, a researcher might employ a dataset that affords a
demonstrably inadequate proxy for a particular conceptualization of conflict. For example,
relying on UCDP-GED or GTD to measure political violence would skew coverage toward
organized armed conflict events or terrorist events, respectively, while leaving out other relevant types of events. These sorts of biases reflect known features of datasets and are therefore
avoidable, with attention to the goals of measurement and analysis. In this example, a more
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extensive measure of political violence could be obtained using ACLED. Yet our integration
indicates that ACLED is also incomplete—but inconsistently so. In fact, the completeness
of each dataset appears to vary across countries and/or years. Our interpretation is that
this variation reflects unintended biases inherent to the data-generating processes.
Integration cannot address a bias aligned across datasets, absent independent information that helps to counteract the bias. For example, we expect our input datasets to be
more likely to capture events in urban areas than those in rural areas, since a main source
of information is news media reports, which are susceptible to this bias. In that regard, our
integrated dataset should be more complete, but not less biased. Integration can assist in
both respects if input datasets have different, offsetting biases. Each dataset may provide
a better measure than other datasets in distinct ways. For example, a local NGO might
be superior at documenting events in a rural area relative to datasets coding news reports.
Under such circumstances, biases become strengths—think of them as comparative advantages. Integration can exploit these strengths to smooth out inconsistencies of coding within
and among individual datasets. Key caveats are the quality of the data-generating processes
and the rigor of the integration process. When these conditions are met, we believe that
integrating datasets can yield a more complete and accurate measurement of conflict activity
than relying on a single dataset. In turn, better measurement should facilitate analysis of
the patterns, dynamics, causes, and consequences of conflict.
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Re-Examining the Relationship between Climate and
Conflict using Integrated Data
Our next set of empirical illustrations examines the repercussions of integrating conflict event
data for testing theoretical claims. A basic consideration is whether using integrated data
affects analytical findings. Specifically, do we arrive at different conclusions about observed
relationships?
As an exploration, we delve into the topic of the influence of climate on conflict.12
This particular topic has generated an emergent literature, reflecting an upsurge of attention
about interactions between human and natural systems and the potential impact of climate
change. Existing research has not yielded a settled consensus about relationships. We
also needed a topic for which we could find several empirical studies that are substantively
comparable, but rely on different conflict event datasets. Such a situation provides us an
apt platform for using our integrated dataset to re-examine the observed relationships.
We identified a suitable set of three studies, all of which investigate whether precipitation variations are associated with conflict activity. Fjelde and von Uexkull (2012)
theorize that rainfall anomalies make communal conflict more likely.13 To test this argument, they use UCDP-GED data on non-state conflicts. In addition, they posit that the risk
of state-based conflict should be unaffected by rainfall anomalies, but do not test this claim.
Raleigh and Kniveton (2012) theorize that anomalously wet conditions are likely to lead to
12
Similar exploration could be conducted about relationships between conflict and other variables, including ones about geography (e.g., terrain, distance from the capital, proximity to a border), demography (e.g.,
population density, ethnic composition), etc.
13
Fjelde and von Uexkull (2012) also expect the effect of rainfall anomalies on communal conflict to be
greater in areas that are poorer and where politically excluded ethnic groups reside.
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more communal violence and anomalously dry conditions to more rebel violence. They use
ACLED to measure communal and rebel violence. Hendrix and Salehyan (2012) analyze
the links between precipitation variations and both violent and non-violent events, while
also differentiating between events with government and non-government targets. They use
SCAD to measure events.14
Integrated data should supply more complete, accurate, and appropriate measures of
the types of conflict that these studies investigate. The studies use datasets that omit relevant
conflict events they should capture, a problem that integration can mitigate, according to on
our analysis above. Those insights are germane even to Raleigh and Kniveton (2012), which
relies on a dataset with relatively expansive coverage. Integration can also supply measures of
conflict activity that more fully reflect conceptualizations on which the studies focus. Fjelde
and von Uexkull (2012) rely on UCDP-GED data that excludes events occurring within the
context of any non-state conflict aggregating to less than 25 deaths in a calendar year. Their
measure of communal conflict thereby lops off a portion of potentially pertinent activity,
which other datasets such as ACLED could fill in. Similarly, UCDP-GED data would only
partially capture the events necessary to evaluate their untested argument about the impact
of climate on state-based conflict. SCAD seems insufficient for what Hendrix and Salehyan
(2012) wish to measure, at a minimum because this dataset intentionally excludes violent
events in state-based conflicts that UCDP-GED captures—not to mention those violent
events captured by ACLED and GTD, as well as non-violent events captured by ACLED.
Thus, employing integrated data to conduct further analysis of the relationships evaluated
14

Hendrix and Salehyan (2012) also analyze the relationship between precipitation variations and the onset
of civil conflict.
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in these studies makes sense.15
Instead of undertaking direct replications of each study, merely substituting integrated
data, we synthesize major aspects of the studies into a general analytical framework. Our
framework considers four conceptualizations of conflict: violence, communal violence, rebel
violence, and non-violence.16 For each conceptualization, we define two measures of outcomes: a count variable (i.e., the number of conflict events) and a binary indicator variable
(i.e., whether or not any conflict events occurred). We evaluate the relationship of precipitation variations to the violence outcomes using ACLED, SCAD, UCDP-GED, GTD, and
our integrated dataset. We evaluate the relationship of precipitation variations to the nonviolent outcomes using ACLED, SCAD, and our integrated dataset. All the analyses employ
a common unit (ADM1-year) and geographic (all of Africa) and temporal (1997-2016) scope.
Our approach has advantages relative to direct replications. A main advantage is
comparability of the analytical designs. The dependent variables differ across sets of analyses,
while the datasets used are varied within each set of analysis, yet everything else remains
consistent—following the general framework. In contrast, the analytical designs deviate
markedly across the three studies. As outcomes, Fjelde and von Uexkull (2012) use an
indicator variable, while Raleigh and Kniveton (2012) and Hendrix and Salehyan (2012) use
count variables. The unit of analysis ranges from the point location-month (limited to cases
where events occurred) in Raleigh and Kniveton (2012) to the administrative division-year
15

We agree with Salehyan (2014) that a top priority for understanding the link between climate and
conflict is theoretical development, ahead of data collection, and with Buhaug (2016) that studies should
consider interactive and conditional effects of climate, rather than merely evaluating statistical correlations of
meteorological indicators and conflict. That said, measurement of conflict activity is crucial to the empirical
analysis—hence our contribution.
16
To distinguish between communal and rebel violence, we follow Fjelde and von Uexkull (2012), in that
non-state armed actors are considered communal if not included in UCDP’s list of rebel groups.
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in Fjelde and von Uexkull (2012) to the country-year in Hendrix and Salehyan (2012). The
scope of the data spans three countries from 1997-2009 in Raleigh and Kniveton (2012) to
Sub-Saharan Africa from 1990-2008 in Fjelde and von Uexkull (2012) to Africa from 19912007 in Hendrix and Salehyan (2012). Our approach allows us to reach broader, more robust
conclusions, which leverage the comparability of designs and the systematic examination of
multiple dependent variables using different datasets.
We estimate a series of Bayesian zero-inflated negative binomial (for the count outcomes) and binomial (for the indicator outcomes) models. The choice of a zero-inflated
model is motivated by the prevalence of zeros (i.e., non-event periods) in the data. The
key independent variable standardizes the average level of precipitation within an ADM1,
to examine deviations from normal patterns, following Fjelde and von Uexkull (2012) and
Hendrix and Salehyan (2012).17 In each model, we control for the level of conflict in each
neighboring ADM1 unit and during the prior period. To address unit heterogeneity, we run
random effects for each ADM1. Thus, our focus is on the within-ADM1 temporal variation.
Figure 5 presents the posterior distributions of the estimated coefficients for the standardized precipitation variations measure in each of the models.18 Panel A covers the models
using count outcomes, while Panel B covers the models using indicator outcomes. Discussing
the results of all 36 models separately would be cumbersome—and beside the point. Rather,
we are curious about overarching insights among the results: Do our results remain consistent
17

Specifically, the GCPP precipitation measure drawn from the PRIO-Grid database (Tollefsen et al., 2012)
is aggregated to the ADM1 level by taking the average level of rainfall across all grid cells contained within
a given ADM1 polygon. We standardize the metric across the unit time span. Positive values on this scale
correspond with higher than average rainfall, and negative values correspond with lower than average rainfall.
18
The estimations are performed using the STAN NUTS sampler, with a warmup period of 1,000 iterations
and 1,000 sampling iterations. For each model coefficient, we use regularizing priors. See the SI for a detailed
report on the output of the models.
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Figure 5: Estimated Impact of Precipitation Variations on Conflict Outcomes, by Dataset

The figure presents the posterior estimates for the coefficients relating variation in precipitation to the
various conflict outcomes. The mean point estimate and 95% credible intervals are correspond with the
solid error bars. Estimates relating to a single dataset are in grey, where as the estimates of the integrated
data are in black. Panel A reflects count outcomes (i.e., prevalence), while Panel B reflect indicator
outcomes (i.e., occurrence). See the SI for the full results of the model estimations.
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or vary depending on which dataset is used? Are the results different when the integrated
dataset is used, relative to another dataset?
In general, the results do not show a consistent association between precipitation
variations and violence (either communal or rebel) or non-violence. Considerable disparities
are observed among the analyses using the various datasets. In particular, the integrated
dataset yields results that differ from those produced with the individual datasets—albeit
close to ACLED. These differences show that the measurement of conflict activity can have
implications for evaluation of causes.
The clearest difference here is in the relationship between precipitation variability
and violence. Fjelde and von Uexkull (2012) expect variability in precipitation to lead to
more communal conflict (but not rebel conflict) and use UCDP-GED to measure communal
conflict. In our analyses in Figure 5, when we limit our analysis to events from UCDP-GED,
we find as they do that deviations in rainfall make it more likely that a communal conflict
event will occur in an administrative unit in a year, supporting their argument. In the count
model the majority of iterations show a positive relationship between rainfall deviations and
the count of communal violence events, but enough iterations had a negative effect that
the credible interval spans zero. However, in contrast to their argument, the likelihood of
rebel violence also increases with greater variability in rainfall, and in this case the count
of rebel violence is also positive and with a credible interval that does not span zero. This
relationship is more consistent with the expectation of Raleigh and Kniveton (2012) that
variability in precipitation will affect both communal and rebel violence, but they only test
this relationship in three countries in East Africa. Just using UCDP-GED, then, suggests
that variability in precipitation leads to more violence.
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This positive correlation between precipitation variability and both the occurrence
and count of communal violence events goes away, however, when any dataset other than
UCDP-GED is used or when the data are integrated from all four datasets. This suggests
that the relationship between rainfall and communal conflict is only present in the very
specific conceptualization of communal conflict within the UCDP-GED. To be reported in
that data project, events have to take place within a non-state conflict that results in at
least 25 battle-related deaths in a year. Using a broader definition of communal violence, no
clear pattern with rainfall variability emerges.
The relationship between rainfall variability and rebel violence is more consistent
between the integrated data and the UCDP-GED, but only in the count model. In the
models examining the occurrence of civil conflict in an administrative unit in a year, the
positive relationship between rainfall and rebel violence is only consistently present in the
UCDP-GED.
These differences across datasets show the effect of undercounting in the measurement
of contention described in our first empirical exploration. Because UCDP-GED intentionally
excludes specific events of violence, analyses using UCDP-GED only apply to events of the
type that are coded in their data (specifically, those involving organized groups and taking
place within the context of an armed conflict that reaches a certain threshold). The arguments about climate change and rebel and communal violence presented in these studies seem
to be about a more general conceptualization of violence, and so UCDP-GED undercounts
those events. This undercounting has consequences–the relationship between precipitation
variability and communal violence only shows up in UCDP-GED, and that between precipitation variability and rainfall is less consistent outside of UCDP-GED. These results are
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interesting, and could lead to further theorizing, but they suggest that relying on a dataset
like UCDP-GED to measure a concept like political violence can lead to incorrect inferences.
More broadly, the results in Figure 5 present a more nuanced picture than those
in Hendrix and Salehyan (2012). Using data from SCAD, they find that variability in
precipitation increases the occurrence of all events–both violence and nonviolence. Our
analyses using integrated data suggests that, while there is a relationship between rainfall
and some types of conflict, the picture is considerably more complicated than that variability
in rainfall leads to more conflict of all types.

Conclusion
The proliferation of conflict event datasets is a boon to research. Yet these resources have
not been used to their full potential, since each study typically draws on one dataset, even
when another available source is relevant. Scholars show an interest in integrating multiple
datasets (e.g., Findley and Young (2012); Fortna (2015); Weidmann (2015); Polo and Gleditsch (2016)). Those efforts are limited in scope, which we attribute to challenges inherent
to integration. This article significantly advances the argument in favor of the utilization of
integrated conflict event data.
In this regard, the insights from our empirical illustrations represent an important
contribution. We conclude that researchers can rely on integrated data to assemble a more
complete and accurate picture of conflict activity. No single source fully captures any type
of activity, let alone provides exhaustive, comprehensive coverage of conflict writ large. Integrating multiple datasets—each with strengths and limitations—usefully fills gaps and
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engenders refinements in measurement. MELTT enables this process by identifying and
consolidating duplicate entries across datasets, which are essential steps to mitigate doublecounting and account for uncertainty in how events are captured. The resulting integrated
measures have a tangible impact on analysis of the patterns, dynamics, causes, and consequences of conflict. We supply concrete proof of this impact and articulate standards and
methods to guide others when contemplating the incorporation of integrated data in studies
of conflict.
The integrated dataset that we present here, which integrates all entries from ACLED,
UCDP-GED, SCAD, and GTD for all of Africa from 1997-2016, represents the largest integrated dataset to date, by orders of magnitude. We make the dataset itself and all associated
inputs, including the taxonomies, publicly accessible. Researchers can use the new dataset
directly to conduct empirical analysis of their own. They can also make changes to the
inputs, to reflect pertinent information or to conduct robustness checks, then re-run the
integration.
We see several paths for future research. First, the scope of integration can be expanded. The integrated dataset we present here covers Africa from 1997-2016, reflecting
the overlap among the input datasets. This product signifies huge progress, but is far from
a definitive endpoint. Global-scale integration is on the horizon. Doing so with UCDPGED and GTD is already feasible. Such integration would support analysis of relationships
among hundreds of thousands of events of organized armed conflict and terrorism worldwide
spanning a 30-year period since 1989. ACLED and SCAD have been periodically updating
and adding coverage of additional countries and regions, opening up opportunities of data
integration covering an even richer array of conflict activity beyond Africa. Complementing
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those prospects are newer data initiatives, which offer valuable coverage of specific types of
conflict.
Second, integration is revealing in ways that can help to upgrade data-generating processes. Datasets should ideally capture what they intend, as fully and correctly as possible.
Integration sheds fresh light on conceptualizations of conflict and the efficacy of operationalizations. Firmer boundaries can be established where warranted. Greater alignment of variable schema across datasets would foster comparison. Integration also documents deficiencies
of datasets in capturing events, which may highlight biases to correct. In addition, the partial overlap established via integration is a strong signal that the data initiatives collectively
understate conflict activity. More efforts ought to be devoted to bolstering assessments of the
cumulative burden of conflict, bringing together integration with ground-truth validation.
Third, generation of integrated data can spur re-examination of a range of topics
in conflict research. Studies regularly rely on a single source of event data that may be
incomplete and not even suitably tailored to the topic. Using integrated data, researchers
can investigate the results obtained with measures that do a better job of capturing the
conflict activity of interest.
Fourth, data integration can be a catalyst for innovations at the frontiers of conflict
research. One line of inquiry where integration should be integral is studying relationships
among types of conflict. Traditionally, different types are studied on separate tracks. These
divisions have been dissolving. Notable topics of growing interest in the field include why
actors choose certain conflict tactics from a menu of options, how various manifestations of
conflict intersect, interact and influence each other, and when conflict can be expected to
morph in type. Addressing the questions is likely to require working with multiple sources
33

of data affording coverage of distinct types of conflict.
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